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Title of the Practice: 

 “Granth Apalya Dari” 

Goal: 

1. To ensure students have recourse to the books even during pandemic  
2. To enrich the learning experience of a learner  

3. To fill in the gap and ensure optimal utilization of resources  

4. To save the economic costs of the learner.  

5. To strive for developing the wider social interest along with personal interest of the 

students 

 

The Context: 

We all were facing the forceful closure of schools and colleges due to the 

unwarranted impact of Corona Virus, COVID 19. We had begun with our academic 

year but life seems incomplete, though we had accommodated ourselves on a virtual 

platform by now. The need to read books, mark our important points, add bookmarks 

etc was still felt, the pleasure of physically reading a book and that on electronic 

devices is a completely different experience. At the same time, the institution library 

was waiting for its readers to come back which due to COVID 19 was difficult. To fill 

in this gap the institution wished to bring the library home. The institution strongly 

believes in utilizing the resources optimally and at the same time ensuring safety is 

its ‘priority.   

      It is rightly said Education knows no bounds, it spreads and passes on from 

generation to generation. Our movement had been restricted but not our spirits. To 

ensure safety and at the same time don’t let pandemic stop us from learning, the 

institution had come up with a policy to deliver the books to its students, alumni and 

society at large to knock down this pandemic through this initiative. Thus wiping out 

these cobwebs the institution rolled down to it at their doorstep ensuring all the 



safety precautions as laid down by the authorities. An appeal was made to the 

community at large. The Library committee also came up with an initiative to issue a 

Weekly E-Newsletter covering the world and nation headlines to ensure those 

preparing for competitive exams have their spirits lighted up and at the same time 

are aware of the world beyond COVID-19.  

The Practice: 

A) Books at the doorstep.  

The following rules were laid down and communicated to students with regards to 

the scheme.  

1. The facility is extended to both, existing students and alumni and members 

2. Filling in the registration form is mandatory. A learner can borrow maximum 4 

books: 2 textbooks and 2 references/reading books.  

3. The books shall be collected back by the institution after 30 days if not 

demanded by anyone can be re-issued.  

4. The Application for fresh books can be made on Every Friday. The books 

shall be delivered by Tuesday. (Applications in Google Form/ App)  

5. The Returning day application needs to be given on Saturday. (Applications in 

Google Form/App Only)  

6. On the the Library Website students can check the list of books available, pdf 

is displayed on the college website for reference under the heading “ NEWS”  

7. Learners are required to handle books and reading material very carefully. 

Marking library books with pencil or ink, tearing the pages, or spoiling the 

same in any other way will be viewed very seriously. In such a case, the last 

reader will be held responsible unless he shows the Librarian at the time of 

issue that the book had been previously marked or damaged. In the event of 

damage of any kind, the last reader will be liable to compensate for damage.  

8. Books will have to be replaced and an additional cost of Rs.10/- will have to 

be paid as processing charges.  

9. In case a learner loses a book he/she should replace the book. In case the 

book cannot be replaced the current price of the book and an additional 

charge of Rs. 10/- as processing charges will have to be paid.  

10.  Students who face any difficulties can contact the SPOC / Mentors allotted to 

them class-wise.  

11. In case the desired book is not available, students can fill in the demand list 

form and the institute shall make it possible to arrange the same at earliest.  



 

The Google Form link:  

B) E- News Letter  

Every Thursday, the librarian issued a E-News Letter covering the headlines 

and circulated amongst the community through WhatsApp and displayed on 

its website.  

Evidence of Success:  

Unique Project Started named “Granth Apalya Dari” (Book at Your doorstep) in 

Collaboration IQAC dept. for the Students and General Users / Readers of the Rural 

Area during the lockdown Period of Covid -19 Pandemic. Previously ten villages 

were selected for this Project. There was a tremendous response from the readers. 

About seven hundred books were issued to the readers under this Project, and this 

project is still going. R. H. Save Library, under the guidance of Principal Dr. Kiran 

Save, indirectly focused on this Project. Sonopant Dandekar college has started a 

unique initiative for the Covid-19 patients admitted for the treatment at Covid-19 

ward in Dhavale Memorial Hospital, providing reading material in the form of an old 

magazine. The College library provides reading materials from old magazines like 

Chitralekha, Sakal, India Today, Tanishka in Marathi, Hindi, and English. The 

magazines made available for Covid-19 patients were selected carefully to ensure 

they were only upbeat and entertaining. Material thinking will help them take their 

minds tension-free and negative thoughts to some extent. 

Problems Encountered  

1. Books have-not been returned by the students. 

2. Limited students are benefited as students had been to their native places.  

3. Due to online examination, the demand for text books was limited.  

Resources Required  

1. Non- teaching staff to deliver the books following COVID 19 norms.  

2. Photo -identity of the non-members  

3. Tie-ups with local hospitals.  
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